Biohazard clean up kits

ONE SIMPLE PRODUCT
ONE EFFECTIVE RANGE
Why make it complicated?

NEW RANGE OF BIOHAZARD KITS
MJ First Aid Supplies

Safety First.

Why make it
complicated?
Introducing Reliance Medicals’ efficient, simple stepped
approach to biohazard control. Everything required to clean
up, contained in one simple pack - simple to grab, simple
to use, simple to destroy...

HOW SAFE IS THIS?
Extended litter pickers can be very capable of
picking up needles from the floor, however
trying to place these needles at arms length
into a small aperture of a small sharps container in the apposing hand is extremely hazardous and can result in contaminated prick
injuries.

HOW CLOSE IS THIS?
Small forceps are equally not designed for
this purpose. Their small contact points provide a loose, unsecure grip; especially whilst
holding an object like a syringe. With poor
grip and close proximity to the potential infected sharp this is simply not safe.

BIOHAZARD BODY FLUID
CLEAN UP KIT
1. PROTECT
2. SPRINKLE
3. CLEAN UP
4. DISINFECT
5. DESTROY
1 SINGLE APPLICATION CONTAINS:
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Disinfectant Spray (8ml)
Absorbent Granules (10g)
Disposable Gloves (pair)
Polythene Apron
Scoop/Scraper
Dry Wipes
Biohazard Bag
Disinfectant Wipe
Pack Tissues (10)

BIOHAZARD SHARPS
CLEAN UP KIT
1. PROTECT
2. CLEAN UP
3. DISPOSE
4. DISINFECT
5. DESTROY
1 SINGLE APPLICATION CONTAINS:
1 Disinfectant Spray (8ml)
1 Disposable Gloves (pair)
1 Biohazard Bag
1 Disinfectant Wipe
1 Disposable Forceps
1 Sharps Container 0.2ltr

CONTROLLED,
SAFE DISPOSAL
These easy to handle forceps are designed
with a large contact area to control and
safely handle the sharp object, offering a
much lower risk of injury. The 'Teeth' design
allows for the safe handling of almost any
small object which may put us at risk.

0121 531 8342
07941 845360

This kit contains 5 single application clean-up packs, for the safe
handling, containment and disposal of infectious micro-organisms
contained in blood, vomit, urine, mucus, faeces and semen.
Meets the current Health and Safety requirements.
718
Body fluid clean up kit
718
£38.99
717
Body fluid single application
717
£5.99

Effectively aids the removal, containment, disinfection
and disposal of discarded needles and syringes.
988
988
Sharps clean up kit
£39.99
987
Sharps clean up kit single application £7.99
987

BIOHAZARD
COMBINATION
CLEAN UP KIT
This kit contains 3 single application
clean-up packs, and 2 single application
sharps clean-up packs. Meets the current
Health and Safety requirements.
983
Combination clean up kit £41.99
983
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